Discrete morphological data have been widely used to study species evolution, but the use of 11 quantitative (or continuous) morphological characters is less common. Here, we implement a 12 Bayesian method to estimate species divergence times using quantitative characters. Quantitative 13 character evolution is modelled using Brownian diffusion with character correlation and 14 accounting for character variation within populations. Through simulations, we demonstrate that 15 ignoring the population variation (or population "noise") and the correlation among characters 16 leads to biased estimates of divergence times and rate, especially if the correlation and 17 population noise are strong. We apply our new method to the analysis of quantitative characters 18 (cranium landmarks) and molecular data from carnivoran mammals. Our results show that time 19 estimates are affected by whether the correlations and population noise are accounted for or 20 ignored in the analysis. The estimates are also affected by the type of data analysed, with 21 analyses of morphological characters only, molecular data only, or a combination of both; 22 showing noticeable differences among the time estimates. Rate variation of morphological 23
nodes. Let
The likelihood of M on the phylogeny is the product of s − 1 multivariate normal densities, each 135 corresponding to one of the s − 1 internal nodes. It is given by
Eq. (4) can be calculated efficiently in a computer program using the postorder tree traversal 138 algorithm. When an internal node k is visited by the algorithm, we calculate v k 1 , v k 2 , x k and 139 L(x k | v k , v k 1 , v k 2 , R) after its daughter nodes have been visited. The m k are maximum likelihood 140 estimates of the ancestral character states at node k conditioned on the values of v k , v k 1 , v k 2 , and R.
141
They are obtained for free during MCMC computation, and they may be collected and used as 142 ancestral reconstructions. 143 Correlation Among Characters and Matrix Shrinkage
144
It is useful to find a matrix A such that R −1 = A T A. Then, the exponential in the likelihood of
where z = Ax k is a vector. In other words, we can obtain a transformation of the original data 147 Z = MA T , so that the transformed characters in Z are independent. This simplifies the calculation of 148 the likelihood because R only needs to be inverted/decomposed once. Choices for A include the 149 Cholesky decomposition A = L −1 , where L is the lower triangular matrix or the Eigen 150 decomposition A T = VD, where V is the matrix of eigenvectors of R −1 , and D = diag √ λ is a 151 diagonal matrix of the square root of the eigenvalues.
152
The correlation matrix R can be estimated during Bayesian inference. However, this would make 153 computation prohibitively expensive as we would need to estimate (p 2 − p)/2 correlations, which is 154 a large number for even a moderate p. Thus, here we assume that R is known. For example, R can 155 be estimated from a sample of individuals within a single species. The individuals may be assumed 156 to be independent samples from the population, and R could then be estimated using the traditional
where I is the identity matrix, and δ (0 ≤ δ ≤ 1) is the shrinkage parameter, which controls the level 164 of shrinkage. If δ = 0, the shrinkage estimate, R * , is the same asR, while if δ = 1, R * is the identity 165 matrix.
166
Note that R * can always be inverted, thus allowing calculation of the likelihood of Eq. , and the shrinkage estimate of the correlation, R * .
209
Each simulation setup (see below) is replicated R = 1, 000 times. The simulated data replicates 210 are then analysed with MCMCtree to estimate the divergence times (t 9 to t 15 ) and the morphological 211 rate (r) by MCMC sampling. We use a diffuse gamma prior on the rate, r ∼ G(2, 2), with mean 1 212 and variance 0.5. The birth-death-sequential-sampling (BDSS) process (Stadler and Yang 2013) with 213 parameters λ = 1, µ = 1, ρ = 0, ψ = 0.001 is used to specify the prior on all node ages except for 214 the root. These parameter values produce a uniform density on the node ages ( Fig. S1 ). The age of 215 the root is assigned a uniform density, t 9 ∼ U(0.8, 1.2), corresponding to a calibration of 80 to 120 216 Ma. We then summarise the results by calculating the mean times across the replicates, the mean 217 95% credibility intervals (CIs), the mean CI-width w (and relative CI-width w r = w/t i ), the coverage 218 (the number of times the true node age falls within the 95% CI), the mean bias, and the mean 219 squared error (MSE). Lett i, j be the mean posterior age of node i for replicate j. The mean bias is
where t i is the true node age. We also 221 calculate the relative bias b r = b/t i and the relative error ε r = ε/t i . Note the bias is a measure of 222 accuracy of the estimate, while the MSE is a measure of both precision and accuracy. The simulation 223 workflow is summarised in Figure S2 .
224
(i) Effect of the number of characters.-We simulate data sets with p = 100, 1, 000 and 10, 000 225 characters, assuming independence among characters and no population noise (c = 0).
226
(ii) Effect of fossil age. - with c = 0. The data are then simulated using the phylogeny with the new fossil age with p = 100, 229 1, 000 and 10, 000 characters, respectively, giving 3 × 3 = 9 simulation setups.
230
(iii) Effect of population noise.-We simulate data sets with c = 0.25 (low population noise) and 231 c = 0.5 (high population noise) for p = 100, 1, 000 and 10, 000. Characters are assumed to evolve 232 independently. In order to simulate the population noise, we sample s × p random numbers from a 233 normal distribution with mean 0 and variance c, to obtain the noise matrix N. The resulting noise is 234 added to the simulated morphological matrix, M, to generate the noisy matrix M (n) = M + N. 235 We also simulate a population sample of n = 20 individuals to obtain a n × p population matrix, 236 P, by sampling from the normal distribution with mean 0 and variance c. Before performing 237 Bayesian inference, we obtain estimates of the population noise for each character,ĉ = (ĉ j ), using 238 the simulated population sample P, and obtain the scaled matrix M (s) = M (n) diag{1/ √ĉ }. As we are 239 scaling M (n) using an estimate of the population variances,ĉ, we expect to observe little discrepancy 240 between the true parameters (rate and divergence times) and their corresponding estimates.
241
Therefore, we also scale the noisy matrix by c = (c j ), the vector of true variances. Thus by setting c = 0 (Eq. 8) to assess the impact of ignoring the population noise on the time estimates.
245
Note that the gamma prior on the morphological rate may be changed to account for scaling of the 246 data sets. When c = 0.25, the morphological rate for the scaled data is r/0.25 = 1/0.25 = 4. Thus,
247
the new gamma prior for the rate is r ∼ G(2, 0.5). Similarly, when c = 0.5, the morphological rate 248 for the scaled data is r/0.5 = 1/0.5 = 2, thus the rate prior is set to r ∼ G(2, 1). We expect the 249 posterior means of times and rates to be very biased when the population noise is ignored, to have 250 some bias when using M (s) , and to have little or no bias when using M
true .
251
(iv) Effect of correlation among characters.-We simulate data sets using the constant correlation 252 model, that is, with all the correlations in R equal to ρ. We use ρ = 0.5 and 0.9, and p = 100, 1, 000 and 10, 000. To simulate correlated data, a matrix M is first simulated assuming independent 254 character evolution. Then, the correlated data are M (R) = ML T , where L is the lower triangular 255 Cholesky decomposition of R. Then, we simulate the s × p noise matrix, N, sampled from a normal 256 distribution with mean 0 and variance c = 0.25, to which correlation is added as N (R) = NL T . The 257 noise is then added to M (R) to obtain the noisy matrix, M (n) = M (R) + N (R) .
258
We also simulate a within-population sample of n = 20 individuals to obtain a n × p population shrinkage correlation matrix, R * , is also estimated using P (R) . However, note that the shrinkage 263 value, δ , has a strong impact on R * . Therefore, we test two approaches to generate R * : (i) we use 264 the automatic approach of Schäfer and Strimmer (2005) scaled to unit centroid size so the square of the distance between the individual's landmarks and the 281 mean landmark coordinates among all the individuals is minimised (see cited literature for details).
282
We perform the Procrustes alignment in two steps. First, we align the 19 carnivoran species summary of the methodology to generate the morphological alignment is given in Figure 4 .
294

Molecular Data
295
We use the sequences of the 12 mitochondrial genes (mt-genes) for the 10 extant carnivoran species 296 that are available at the NCBI: cytochrome c oxidase (COX) subunits 1, 2, and 3; cytochrome b 297 (CYTB); NADH dehydrogenase (ND) subunits 1, 2, 3, 4, 4L, and 5; and ATP synthase F0 (ATP) 298 subunits 6 and 8. We do not include ND6 in our analysis because it is not encoded on the same 299 strand of the mitochondrial DNA (mt-DNA) like the other 12 mt-genes, and thus has very different 300 nucleotide compositions. Note that not all the 12 mt-genes are available at the NCBI for the 10 
305
Divergence Times Estimation (Fig. S3A) shows Smilodon as an outlier. In order to elucidate which landmarks place Smilodon as an outlier, we carried out a principal components analyses (PCA) of shape variation, with the first
Partitioning the Morphological Alignment
524
The geometric morphometrics analyses carried out with the Carnivora data suggest that different 525 partitioning schemes with morphological data sets should be explored. For instance, the results from 526 the PCA (Fig. S4) indicate two regions within the carnivoran skulls that might follow different 527 patterns of evolution: (i) from the maxillar to the lateral and (ii) from the lateral to the occipital.
528
Previous research has shown different modules of correlated continuous characters are expected to 529 evolve at different rates (Goswami et al. 2014; Felice and Goswami 2018) , suggesting the use of an 530 appropriate partitioning scheme could improve the estimation of divergence times (Lee 2016).
531
Therefore, it would be interesting to explore the evolution of the cranium shape in this phylogeny 532 when partitioning the data set into these two modules. Although this was not the aim of this study,
533
we believe that partitioning morphological alignments according to modules identified using 534 geometric morphometrics could improve both the rate and the divergence times estimation. This is 535 particularly important for morphological data because the evolutionary clock appears to be seriously states, where k is the number of character states and p is the number of characters in the alignment 552 (Pagel 1994; Felsenstein 2005) . Thus, to analyse 100 correlated binary characters, we would require 553 a 2 100 × 2 100 transition matrix. The number of parameters to be estimated in this case is larger than 554 the number of atoms in the sun. In contrast, in the continuous case we would only need to estimate 555 (p 2 − p)/2 = 4, 950 correlations. Given that correlated character evolution is the rule rather than the 556 exception, it appears that models that explicitly incorporate correlations are urgently required. The 557 way forward appears to be the use of continous characters, or the use of the threshold model for 558 discrete characters, which explicitly incorporates a continuous process in the background 559 (Felsenstein 2005 (Felsenstein , 2012 . The first nine species are extinct species (indicated by †) and the next ten are extant species. Those with the label "(O)" are outgroups.
(b) Mid-point age calculated from the maximum and minimum ages of the voucher specimen according to the formation from which it was retrieved. See column with header "Reference" for the literature where the corresponding specimen and the formation from where it was collected are described.
(c) Age reference corresponding only to the fossil specimens (extinct species). This can refer to either a paper, book chapter, or the database for the museum collection. Morphological data (R = I, c = 1) t root = 52.4 (41.2, 65.3), t canid = 25.4(14.6,37.4) r morpho = 0.4922 (0.2871, 0.8443), σ 2 morpho = 1.1040 (0.4851, 2.0982), CV morpho = 1.42.
Morphological data (R = I, c = 0) t root = 46.0 (38.2, 60.4), t canid = 22.4(12.6,33.5) r morpho = 0.0000 (0.0000, 0.0000), σ 2 morpho = 1.4243 (0.5282, 3.0905), CV morpho = 1.78.
Molecular data t root = 45.5 (36.4, 63.5), t canid = 21.7(15.3,31.7) r mit12 = 0.0044 (0.0028, 0.0065), σ 2 mit12 = 0.1673 (0.0353, 0.4834), CV mit12 = 0.43, r mit3 = 0.0319 (0.0207, 0.0451), σ 2 mit3 = 0.1131 (0.0262, 0.3211), CV mit3 = 0.35.
Joint (Molecular and Morphological, R = R * , c = 1) t root = 52.0 (41.7, 64.6), t canid = 25.1(18.7,32.7) r morpho = 0.4518 (0.2678, 0.7658), σ 2 morpho = 1.0168 (0.4681, 1.9368), CV morpho = 1.33, r mit12 = 0.0037 (0.0026, 0.0052), σ 2 mit12 = 0.1587 (0.0326, 0.4585), CV mit12 = 0.42, r mit3 = 0.0273 (0.0193, 0.0382), σ 2 mit3 = 0.1473 (0.0320, 0.4248), CV mit3 = 0.40.
Note: t canid refers to the age of the divergence of the extant Canis-Vulpes group. C.V. is the coefficient of variation of the log-normal distribution of rates, given by CV = exp(σ 2 ) − 1. R = R * , c = 1: corrected for both character correlation and population noise. R = I, c = 1: corrected for population noise but ignoring character correlation. R = I, c = 0: ignoring both population noise and character correlation. The morphological data set in the joint data set accounts for both population noise and character correlation (i.e., R = R * , c = 1 in Eq. 5). Step 1: Collect landmarks from the bones of the extinct and extant species and obtain matrix X.
Step 2: Collect landmarks from the bones of a population sample of one of the species sampled in step 1 and obtain matrix Y.
Step 3: Align the landmarks in X using the Procrustes method (for example using Morpho :: procSym in R) to obtain aligned matrix C.
Step 4: Align population matrix Y to mean shape of alignment C (for example, with Morpho :: align2procSym) and obtain aligned population matrix V.
Step 5: Use V to estimate population variance,ĉ, and shrinkage correlation matrix R * .
Step 6: Useĉ to correct C for population noise and R * to correct for correlation among characters. This gives the corrected alignment Z.
Step 8: Use Z in CONTML to estimate the morphological branches using a fixed tree topology (species tree). They are used to estimate the morphological rate and decide on the prior on rates.
Step 8: Use the program MCMCtree to estimate divergence times and morphological rates of evolution. The mcmc3r package in R can be used to prepare the morphological alignment (i.e., to correct for correlation and noise) and to generate the appropriate control files for MCMCtree. Figure 5 : Effect of the number of characters and fossil age on posterior estimates of the root age and morphological rate for simulated morphological characters. The posterior mean and 95% quantile estimates of t 9 and r are averaged over R = 1, 000 replicates. Quantitative characters were simulated under the phylogeny of Figure 2 , and the age of fossil H, t H , was varied to study the effect of the fossil age on the estimates. The true root age, t 9 = 1.0, and the true morphological rate, r = 1.0, are represented as horizontal dotted lines. The dashed lines give the corresponding upper and lower 95% CI limits. Figure 7: Effect of correlation among characters on estimates of the root age and the morphological rate for simulated morphological characters. The posterior mean and 95% quantile estimates of t 9 and r are averaged over the R = 1, 000 replicates. The p = 1, 000 quantitative characters were simulated under the phylogeny of Figure 2 with population noise c = 0.25. (A, A'): both population noise and character correlation were ignored during Bayesian inference, (B, B'): character correlation was not corrected for in the data sets but population noise was accounted for, (C, C'): both population noise and character correlation were corrected for in the data sets, (D,D'): both population noise and character correlation were corrected for the true values in the data sets. The true root age, t 9 = 1.0, and the true morphological rate, r = 1.0, are represented as horizontal dotted lines. The dashed lines give the corresponding upper and lower 95% CI limits. Cerdocyon thous, sp14: Speothos venaticus, sp15: Vulpes vulpes, sp16: Otocyon megalotis, sp17: Aelurodon ferox †, sp18: Tomarctus hippophaga †, sp19: Epicyon haydeni †. The posterior estimates for the root age (t root ) and the corresponding 95% CIs are highlighted for each data set, the former connected through a bold dashed line and the latter through two corresponding dotted lines.
